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Abstract

Albergo thermometers with double isotope, isotone and isobar yield ratio pairs with one proton or/and neutron dif-

ference are investigated. Without any extra sequential decay correction, a real temperature value of 4.9±0.5 MeV is

deduced from the yields of the experimentally reconstructed primary hot intermediate mass fragments (IMFs) from
64Zn+112Sn collisions at 40 MeV/nucleon using the Albergo thermometer for the first time. An experimental se-

quential decay correction from the apparent temperatures to the real ones for twelve other reaction systems with

different neutron-proton (N/Z) asymmetries in the same experiment, 70Zn, 64Ni on 112,124Sn, 58,64Ni, 197Au, 232Th at

40 MeV/nucleon, is performed using an empirical correction factor approach of Tsang et al. [Phys. Rev. Lett. 78,

3836 (1997)] with the deduced 4.9 MeV temperature value. The dependence of nuclear temperature on the source

N/Z asymmetry is further investigated using these deduced real source temperature values from the present thirteen

systems. It is found that the deduced real source temperatures at the present source N/Z range show a rather weak

dependence on the source N/Z asymmetry. By comparison between our previous results and those from other inde-

pendent experiments, a consistent description for the N/Z asymmetry dependence of nuclear temperature is addressed.

1. Introduction1

Nuclear temperature was first introduced to describe the formation and decay of a compound nucleus in the2

1930s [1, 2], and later extended to nuclear reactions to gain insights into the characteristics of the fragmenting source,3

and the reaction dynamics [3, 4]. To extract temperature information experimentally, several nuclear “thermometers”4

have been proposed based on various experimental observables, i.e, energy spectra [5, 6], momentum fluctuations [7],5

double isotope yield ratios [8] and excited state populations [9], etc. Among them, the double isotope yield ratio ther-6

mometer, which is often referred as the Albergo thermometer, has a wide application for different reactions at different7

incident energies. When deducing the temperature using the Albergo thermometer (as well as other thermometers),8

one of the significant complications in nuclear reactions is the sequential decay processes. That is, as the fragments9

produced in the reactions at freeze-out are generally highly excited, they will undergo sequential decays. Thus the10

measured isotope yields are often significantly perturbed by the sequential decays, resulting in a serious inaccuracy in11
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the temperature determination. The temperature deduced from the experimentally measured isotope yields is therefore12

called “apparent temperature”, whereas the temperature before the sequential decays is called “real (source) temper-13

ature” (similarly hereinafter). To take into account the sequential decay effect, two general approaches [10, 11] have14

been developed to achieve the sequential decay correction from the apparent temperatures to the real ones. The for-15

mer is based on the theoretical calculations [10], whereas the latter uses the empirical correction factor deduced from16

experiments [11]. In our previous work [12], a kinematical focusing technique has been proposed and employed to17

experimentally reconstruct the yields of primary hot intermediate mass fragments (IMFs, i.e., Z ≥ 3) from 64Zn+112Sn18

collisions at 40 MeV/nucleon. The available reconstructed IMF yields may provide another opportunity to deduce the19

real source temperature using the Albergo thermometer, without extra sequential decay corrections.20

During the heavy ion collisions at intermediate energies, IMFs are copiously produced in multifragmentation21

processes [13, 14, 15, 16]. It is generally expected that the overlap region of the composite system of projectile and22

target nuclei is first compressed and excited in the early stage of the reaction for central or simi-central collisions, and23

then the hot-dense nuclear system expands and breaks up. At the early rapid expansion stages many light particles are24

emitted from rather hot regions of the system at high temperatures, whereas the IMF emissions are with a tendency of25

coming from cold regions of the system at late stages. This scenario finds support from the experimental observation26

of Tsang and Xi et al. [11, 17], that temperatures involving heavier isotopes are lower than those with lighter ones.27

In a series of our works [18, 19, 20, 21], we established a method, so called a self-consistent method, to extract28

consistently the temperature, density and symmetry energy at the same time, making the use of the nature that the29

isotope distribution widths of IMFs are mainly governed by the symmetry energy at given density and temperature30

during the fragment formation. In these studies, a low temperature of around 5-6 MeV and a low density of ρ/ρ0 ∼ 0.631

were obtained, indicating that IMF isotope distributions are attained at subsaturation densities, as well as supporting a32

IMF formation at late stages. This scenario was further confirmed the theoretical study with the events of 40Ca +40Ca33

central collsions at 35 to 300 MeV/nucleon using the antisymmetrized molecular dynamics (AMD) [22, 23]. The34

Albergo thermometers use the isotope yields, and therefore those involving IMF yields can probe the temperatures at35

late stages when the nuclear matter reaches at an expanding freezeout volume.36

Of broader interest, the study on the dependence of nuclear temperature on the source neutron-proton (N/Z) asym-37

metry provides crucial information on the N/Z asymmetry dependence of the nuclear forces, the nuclear equation of38

state and the postulated nuclear liquid-gas phase transition [4, 24, 25, 26, 27]. However, up to now large uncertainties39

in the nuclear temperature N/Z asymmetry dependence still remain. On one hand, sequential decay process signifi-40

cantly influences the performance of nuclear thermometers [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 28], and on the other hand, the applications41

of different thermometers in the experimental temperature determination [7, 29, 30] and the different modeling as-42

sumptions in the calculations [31, 32, 33, 34] also result in the conflicting conclusions in both experiment and theory.43

Recently, we studied the source N/Z asymmetry dependence of nuclear temperature with measured light charged44

particles (LCPs) and IMFs from thirteen reaction systems with different N/Z asymmetries, 64Zn on 112Sn, and 70Zn,45

64Ni on 112,124Sn, 58,64Ni, 197Au, 232Th at 40 MeV/nucleon [30, 35]. In those works, the Albergo thermometer was46

used to deduce the temperature values. To further isolate the reaction mechanisms involved in the reaction products,47

the fragmenting sources were characterized using a moving source fit [36]. An “indirect” method used by Sfienti et48

al. in Ref. [37] was adopted to take into account the sequential decay effect. That is, instead of using the Albergo49

thermometer as an absolute thermometer, we used it as a relative thermometer. A rather weak N/Z asymmetry de-50

pendence of the source temperature for both LCPs and IMFs was qualitatively inferred at the measured source N/Z51

range from the extracted weak N/Z asymmetry dependence of the apparent temperature and the weak N/Z asymmetry52

dependence of the relative temperature change by the sequential decay effects predicted by the models [23, 38, 39].53

In this article, we deduce real temperature from the experimentally reconstructed primary hot IMF yields from54

the collisions of 64Zn+112Sn at 40 MeV/nucleon using the Albergo thermometer for the first time. Not only double55

isotope yield ratio pairs, but also double isotone and isobar yield ratio pairs are examined and used in this work. We56

then explore the N/Z asymmetry dependence of nuclear temperature using the Albergo thermometer as an absolute57

thermometer. For comparison with our previous results, the same IMF yield data from 64Zn on 112Sn, and 70Zn,58

64Ni on 112,124Sn, 58,64Ni, 197Au, 232Th at 40 MeV/nucleon [30, 35] are used. For the twelve systems (excluding59

the 64Zn+112Sn system) in which the experimentally reconstructed primary hot IMFs are not available, the empirical60

correction factor approach of Tsang et al. [11] is applied to achieve the sequential decay correction from the apparent61

temperatures to the real ones. This strategy, comparing with that adopted in our previous works, is direct, and the N/Z62

asymmetry dependence of nuclear temperature can be deduced quantitatively. This article is organized as follows. In63
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Figure 1: (Color online) Yield distributions of the experimentally measured secondary cold fragments (dots), and the reconstructed primary hot

IMFs (squares) determined from the collisions of 64Zn+112Sn at 40 MeV/nucleon. The AMD results are plotted by circles for comparison. The

figure is taken from Ref. [43] with permission.

Sec.2, the experiment and data analysis are briefly introduced. In Sec.3, the Albergo thermometer is investigated; the64

N/Z asymmetry dependence of the real temperature is deduced and discussed. In Sec.4, a summary is given.65

2. Experiment and Data Analysis66

Even though detailed descriptions were given elsewhere [12, 30, 35], the experimental details and the data analysis67

are briefly introduced in this section, since they closely relate to the analysis and results presented in the following68

sections. The experiment was performed at the K-500 superconducting cyclotron facility at Texas A&M University.69

64,70Zn and 64Ni beams irradiated on 58,64Ni, 112,124Sn, 197Au and 232Th targets at 40 MeV/nucleon. Only certain70

selected targets were used for each beam due to the limited beam time. During the experiment, IMFs were detected71

by a detector telescope placed at 20◦. The telescope was consisted of four Si detectors. Each Si detector was 5 cm72

× 5 cm. The nominal thicknesses were 129, 300, 1000, 1000 µm, respectively. All four Si detectors were segmented73

into four sections and each quadrant had a 5◦ opening in polar angle. The telescope provided the main trigger for74

all detected events. Typically 6 ∼ 8 isotopes for atomic numbers Z up to Z = 18 were clearly identified with the75

energy threshold of 4 ∼ 10 MeV/nucleon, using the ∆E−E technique for any two consecutive detectors. The LCPs in76

coincidence with IMFs were measured using 16 single-crystal CsI(Tl) detectors of 3 cm length set around the target at77

angles between θLab = 27◦ and θLab = 155◦. Sixteen detectors of the Belgian-French neutron detector array DEMON78

(Detecteur Modulaire de Neutrons) [40] outside the target chamber were used to measure neutrons, covering polar79

angles of 15◦ ≤ θIMF−n ≤ 160◦ between the telescope and the neutron detectors, where θIMF−n was the opening angle80

between the IMF telescope and each neutron detector.81

Since the IMFs were taken inclusively, the angle of the IMF telescope was set carefully to optimize the IMF82

yields. The consideration was that the angle should be small enough to ensure that sufficient IMF yields were obtained83

above the detector energy threshold, as well as that the angle should be large enough to minimize contributions from84
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peripheral collisions. For this purpose, simulations of the AMD incorporating with GEMINI [39] were performed.85

The comparison between the experiment and AMD+GEMINI simulations suggested that the events selected by the86

IMF triggers at the polar angles within 15◦-25◦ are corresponding to semi-violent collisions (see details in Refs. [30,87

35]). In order to characterize the fragmenting source to isolate the reaction mechanisms involved in the reaction88

products, a moving source fit [36] was employed. In the moving source fit for IMFs, the sources were classified as89

projectile-like (PLF), intermediate-velocity (IV), and target-like (TLF) sources according to the source velocity. For90

neutrons and LCPs, since the measured angles were greater than θlab > 20o where the PLF source component had91

negligible contributions to the spectra, two sources, IV source and TLF source, were used in the moving-source fit. The92

Minuit in the Cern library was used to optimize the four parameters for each source, isotope yield, slope parameter,93

Coulomb energy, and source velocity. The errors of the isotope yields from the moving source fits were evaluated by94

performing different optimizations with different initial values within a wide range, including source velocity, energy95

slope and among others, rather than the errors given by the Minuit from the fits, since there were many local minima96

for the multiple parameter fits. The source characterization enables us to isolate the emitting source and eliminate97

the interference from the source property (isospin, temperature, density and among others) deviations [41, 42], and98

therefore, only the neutron, LCP and IMF yields from the IV source were considered.99

For further investigating the Albergo thermometer and its sequential decay correction, a kinematical focusing100

technique was employed to evaluate the neutron and LCP yields associated with each isotopically identified IMF, to101

reconstruct the yields of hot primary isotopes with the charge number of 3 − 14 from the IV source of the 64Zn+112Sn102

system. Following the kinematical focusing technique, the particles emitted from a precursor IMF were designated103

“correlated” particles, whereas those not emitted from the precursor IMF were designated as “uncorrelated” particles.104

When correlated particles were emitted from a moving parent of an IMF, whose velocity vIMF was approximated by105

the velocity of the detected trigger IMF, the particles isotropically emitted in the frame of the IMF tended to be kine-106

matically focused into a cone centered along the vIMF vector of the detected IMF, differing the case for uncorrelated107

particles emitted in the same event. The contribution of the correlated particles was determined by the use of a moving108

source parametrization and the shape of the uncorrelated spectrum was obtained from the particle velocity spectrum109

observed in coincidence with Li isotopes which were accompanied by the least number of correlated particles. Since110

a part of the light particle emissions in coincidence with the Li isotopes was from the decays of heavier isotopes into111

light particles and the Li isotopes, and leaded to an overestimation of the uncorrelated light particle emissions, the112

correlated particle yields extracted for a given isotope were required to be corrected by the addition of an amount113

corresponding to the correlated emission of that particle from the Li isotopes evaluated from the AMD-GEMINI114

simulations [23, 39]. The correlated yields were extracted for n, p, d, t and α particles. For the mother nucleus115

reconstruction, neutron and LCP yields, Mi (i is n, p, d, t and α), were generated for a given cold daughter nucleus116

on an event by event basis, assuming Gaussian distributions with a width evaluated by the GEMINI simulation, and117

their centroid was adjusted to give the same average yield as that of the experiment. Then the mass and charge of the118

primary isotope, Ahot, Zhot was calculated as Ahot =
∑

i MiAi + Acold and Zhot =
∑

i MiZi + Zcold, where Ai and Zi are the119

mass and charge of correlated the particle i, and Acold and Zcold are those of the detected cold IMFs. The final results of120

the measured (dots) and reconstructed primary hot (squares) isotope distributions are compared in Fig. 1. The errors121

of the reconstructed yields consisted of the errors on the associated neutron and LCP yields from the moving source fit122

and the errors added for the correction for the emission from the Li isotopes [12]. For some of very neutron or proton123

rich isotopes, a larger contribution of the additional error in the reconstructed isotope yield was made from the choice124

of the input excitation energy for the shape of the neutron and LCP yield distribution calculation with GEMINI [39].125

One can see clearly wider isotope distributions for the primary hot IMFs except for Z = 3, whereas those of the mea-126

sured IMFs appear much narrower. This demonstrates the significant modification of the yield distributions between127

the primary hot and the observed cold IMFs caused by the sequential decay processes. For comparison, the isotope128

yield distributions from the AMD calculations (see details in Ref. [43]) are also plotted in Fig. 1 . It can be observed129

that the reconstructed primary hot isotope distributions are in close agreement with those from the AMD calculations,130

suggesting a good performance for constraining the primary hot fragment distributions using kinematical focusing131

technique for this work.132
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3. Results and discussion133

a. Albergo thermometer134

Under the assumption that equilibrium may be established between free nucleons and composite fragments con-135

tained within a certain freezeout volume V and a temperature T , the density of an isotope with A nucleons and Z136

protons (A, Z) may be expressed as137

ρ(A, Z) =
N(A, Z)

V
=

A3/2 · ω(A, Z)

λ3
T

· exp

[

µ(A, Z) + B(A, Z)

T

]

, (1)

where N(A, Z) is the number of isotope (A, Z) within the volume V; λT = h/(2πm0T )1/2 is the thermal nucleon wave-138

length, where m0 is the nucleon mass; B(A, Z) is the binding energy; ω(A, Z) is the internal partition function of the139

isotope (A, Z) and related to the ground- and excited-state spins as140

ω(A, Z) =
∑

j

[2s j(A, Z) + 1] · exp[−E j(A, Z)/T ], (2)

where s j(A, Z) are ground- and excited-state spins and E j(A, Z) are the excitation energies of these states. µ(A, Z) in141

Eq. 1 is the chemical potential of the isotope (A, Z). In chemical equilibrium, µ(A, Z) is expressed as142

µ(A, Z) =Zµp + (A − Z)µn, (3)

where µp and µn are the chemical potentials of free protons and free neutrons, respectively. Calculating the densities143

of free protons and neutrons, ρp and ρn, in the same volume using Eqs. 1 and 3, performing transforms to obtain µp144

and µn, and then inserting µp and µn back into Eq. 1, one obtains,145

ρ(A, Z) =
N(A, Z)

V
=

A3/2 · ω(A, Z) · λ
3(A−1)

T

(2sp + 1)Z · (2sn + 1)A−Z
· ρZ

p · ρ
A−Z
n exp

[

B(A, Z)

T

]

, (4)

where sp and sn are the spins of the free proton and neutron, respectively. The ratio between the measured yields of146

two different nuclei is then147

Y(A, Z)

Y(A′, Z′)
=
ρ(A, Z)

ρ(A′, Z′)
=

(

A

A′

)3/2












λ3
T

2













A−A′

ω(A, Z)

ω(A′, Z′)
ρ(Z−Z′)

p ρ(A−Z)−(A′−Z′)
n · exp

[

B(A, Z) − B(A′, Z′)

T

]

. (5)

The free neutron density can be calculated from the yield ratio of two isotopes with only one neutron difference, such148

as (A, Z) and (A + 1, Z),149

ρn =C ·

(

A

A + 1
· T

)3/2 ω(A, Z)

ω(A + 1, Z)
· exp

[

B(A, Z) − B(A + 1, Z)

T

]

·
Y(A + 1, Z)

Y(A, Z)
, (6)

where C is the constant related to the unit conversion. Analogously, the free proton density is calculated from the150

yield ratio of two isotones with only one proton difference, such as (A, Z) and (A + 1, Z + 1),151

ρp =C ·

(

A

A + 1
· T

)3/2 ω(A, Z)

ω(A + 1, Z + 1)
· exp

[

B(A, Z) − B(A + 1, Z + 1)

T

]

·
Y(A + 1, Z + 1)

Y(A, Z)
. (7)

The ratio of free proton and neutron densities is calculated from the yield ratio of two isobars with one proton and one152

neutron difference, such as (A, Z) and (A, Z + 1),153

ρp

ρn

=C · T 3/2 ω(A, Z)

ω(A, Z + 1)
· exp

[

B(A, Z) − B(A, Z + 1)

T

]

·
Y(A, Z + 1)

Y(A, Z)
. (8)
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For a nuclear system with a given temperature T , the same free neutron and proton density, and free proton and154

neutron density ratio must be evaluated from Eqs. 6, 7 and 8. Choosing two isotope, isotone or isobar ratios with one155

proton or/and neutron difference, one can deduce the relation between T and the fragment yield ratios as156

T =
B

ln(aR)
, (9)

and the relative error of T , δT/T , is deduced as157

δT

T
=

1

ln(aR)
·
δR

R
, (10)

where R = (Y1/Y2)/(Y3/Y4) is the double yield ratio for (1, 2), and (3, 4) ratio pairs and δR is the error of R. B is the158

binding energy difference given by B = (B1 − B2) − (B3 − B4), and a is the statistical weight factor159

a =
ω3/ω4

ω1/ω2

[

A3/A4

A1/A2

]1.5

. (11)

In this work,ω is determined with Eq. 2 using all available experimentally measured nuclear levels for a given nucleus.160

The experimental level scheme for the given nucleus is cited from National Nuclear Data Center (NNDC)-NuDat161

2.8 [44].162

Along with the above formalism of the Albergo thermometer, we deduce the real source temperature and the163

apparent temperature using yields of the experimentally reconstructed primary hot and measured cold fragments from164

the 64Zn+112Sn system. Note that, T is used twice in Eqs. 2 and 9, and therefore their values should be deduced165

consistently. In order to achieve that, an iterative technique is employed. That is, in the first round, T = T1 MeV is166

initialized to be 1 MeV in Eq. 2 to calculate the statistical weight factor a. The resulting a value is plugged into Eq. 9167

to calculate the temperature value T ′
1
. In the second round, setting T = T2 = (T1 + T ′

1
)/2 in Eq. 2 to recalculate a and168

plugging the new a into Eq. 9, T ′
2

can be then obtained. The iteration continues until |Tn − T ′n|/Tn < 1%, where the169

subscript n represents the iteration round order. In contrast, if experimentally measured cold fragment yields are used170

to deduce the apparent temperature, only the ground-state spins of nuclei are taken into account without the iteration171

procedure practically, following Refs. [11, 30, 34, 35, 45]. For a clarity, the real source temperature and the apparent172

temperature are, respectively, denoted as T and Tapp hereinafter.173

In previous works [11, 30, 34, 35, 45], double isotope yield ratio pairs were used to construct the Albergo ther-174

mometer. In the present study, all available pairs of double isotope, isotone and isobar yield ratios with one proton175

or/and neutron difference within the available primary hot and secondary cold fragment yields of the 64Zn+112Sn sys-176

tem (see Fig. 1) are used to construct the thermometers following the Albergo thermometer formalism. It should be177

mentioned that the LCP-related thermometers are absent, since the minimum charge number of the reconstructed hot178

fragments is 3. In Fig. 2 (a), the obtained T values using the constructed thermometers are plotted as a function of179

the Tapp values. Here the results with the relative errors of T and Tapp given by Eq. 10 both smaller than 20% are180

presented. One may see from the figure that the deduced values of T and Tapp both distribute in a wide region. This181

wide distribution may originate from two factors. One is the B value in Eq. 9. When Tsang et al. studied the Albergo182

thermometers using many isotope combinations from the reactions of p+Xe ranging from 80 to 350 GeV/c, they183

realized that the Albergo temperature values with B > 10 MeV show a rather narrow distribution around the average184

values, whereas those with B < 10 MeV show a much wider distribution [11]. Here we select only the results from185

thermometers with B > 10 MeV. These results are shown in Fig. 2 (b). Indeed, most of the points with T < 4 MeV186

or Tapp < 2 MeV are eliminated, and both T and Tapp are distributed in a narrower region. However, the T values187

still spread significantly from ∼ 3.5 MeV to ∼ 7.5 MeV. This may originate from the second factor, the statistical188

weight factor a in Eq. 9. When the a value is calculated for deducing the T values, the experimental nuclear level189

schemes are taken into account. However, the level information is sufficient only for relatively light and stable nuclei.190

For some heavy nuclei or those slightly far away from the β-stability line, the high excitation levels have not been191

well determined experimentally, i.e., the excitation level information for 25Na in NNDC-NuDat 2.8 library [44], for192

example, is only available up to ∼ 8 MeV (. 0.3 MeV/nucleon). On the other side, following the Fermi-gas assump-193

tion, a nuclear temperature of 5 MeV, for example, corresponds to an excitation energy of ∼ 2 MeV/nucleon even194

with a large level density parameter of 13 MeV−1 [46]. The value of ∼ 2 MeV/nucleon is around seven times larger195
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Figure 2: T -Tapp correlation determined from both primary hot and secondary cold fragment yields from the 64Zn+112Sn system using different

Albergo thermometers. (a) the results are deduced from the thermometers constructed using all available pairs of double isotope, isotone and isobar

yield ratios with one proton or/and neutron difference within the present fragment determination region (see Fig. 1) and with a selection of the

relative errors of T and Tapp both smaller than 20%. (b) same as (a), but with a limitation of B > 10 MeV to the thermometers. (c) same as (a),

but with both limitations of B > 10 MeV and involved nuclei with the measured maximum excitation levels greater than 1 MeV/nucleon to the

thermometers. For comparison, the real temperature values deduced in our two previous works [21, 48] are also plotted by shaded areas (see the

text).

than the excitation energy of the measured maximum level for 25Na. This significant lack of the high excitation level196

information may result in the inaccuracy of the T determination, and therefore nuclei with sufficiently well-known197

high excitation level schemes are demanded to construct the thermometers to ensure their accuracy. Here, the results198

from the thermometers with the four nuclei in the two sets of ratio pairs all with the measured maximum excitation199

levels greater than 1 MeV/nucleon are selected out from Fig. 2 (b) and shown in Fig. 2 (c). In the figure, only nine data200

points (around half number of that of Fig. 2 (b)) remain. The ratio pair combinations of the nine thermometers, their201

associated parameters and the resulting T and Tapp values are summarized in the first to the sixth columns of TABLE202

I. The T values from these nine thermometers distribute in a much narrower region than that of Fig. 2 (b) evidenced203

by a χ2 analysis [47], that the reduced χ2 value, χ2/Npoint , significantly decreases from 1.06 for Fig. 2 (b) to 0.26 for204

Fig. 2 (c), where Npoint represents the number of data points in each figure. This fact demonstrates a crucial role of205

high excitation level information in the T determination.206

For comparison, the real temperature values deduced from our two previous works [21, 48] are also plotted in207

Fig. 2 (c) by the shaded areas. The temperature of 5.2 ± 0.6 MeV, deduced from the same reconstructed hot IMF208

yields using a self-consistent method [21], is indicated by the red shaded area. The blue shaded area of 4.6± 0.4 MeV209

is deduced using a chemical potential analysis with a quantum statistical model correction, based on the same set of210

the data used in this article [48]. Rather good agreement is obtained for the results from the three individual analyses211
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Table 1: List of the nine thermometers used in Fig. 2 (c) and their associated parameters (Columns 1-4), the T and Tapp values deduced from the

reconstructed hot and measured cold fragment yields of the 64Zn+112Sn system (Columns 5-6), and the deduced ln κ/B values (Column 7) using

Eq. 12. ahot represents the statistical weight factor calculated from all available experimentally measured nuclear levels for a given nucleus, and

acold represents the statistical weight factor calculated from the ground-state spins for a given nucleus (see the text).

Isotope Ratio B (MeV) ahot acold T (MeV) Tapp (MeV) ln κ/B (MeV)−1

10Be11Be/10B11B 10.95 3.26 3.50 4.4 ± 0.7 2.1 ± 0.2 0.264
12C13N/11Be12B 12.17 1.10 1.32 5.3 ± 1.0 2.1 ± 0.3 0.265

10Be11Be/14N15N 10.33 2.81 3.12 4.7 ± 0.9 2.1 ± 0.2 0.282
7Li7Be/11Be11B 12.37 1.15 0.50 4.5 ± 0.7 2.4 ± 0.2 0.217
11B11C/11Be11B 13.49 1.05 0.50 4.7 ± 0.7 2.6 ± 0.3 0.178
13C13N/11Be11B 13.73 0.98 0.50 4.8 ± 0.7 2.1 ± 0.2 0.263
15N19O/11Be11B 14.27 0.96 0.50 4.9 ± 0.7 2.4 ± 0.3 0.212
17O17F/11Be11B 14.26 0.68 0.50 5.9 ± 1.0 2.2 ± 0.3 0.247
14C14N/12B12C 13.22 11.93 9.00 5.0 ± 0.8 3.7 ± 0.4 0.066

Avg. 4.9 ± 0.5 2.4 ± 0.5

as shown in the figure. The present analysis provides an real temperature of 4.9 ± 0.5 MeV by averaging the real212

temperature values from the nine thermometers, where the error is evaluated as the standard deviation. In heavy-ion213

collsions at intermediate energies, shortly after the projectile and target make contact, the hottest region of the system214

reaches high temperatures in excess of 5 MeV, and as time evolves the system cools down to zero by particle emission215

and by spatial expansion. It is worthy mentioning again that the obtained real temperature of 4.9±0.5 MeV from IMFs216

probed using the Albergo thermometers here corresponds to late stages when the IMFs become thermally decoupled217

from the remaining system.218

b. N/Z asymmetry dependence of temperature219

In order to study of the N/Z asymmetry dependence of nuclear temperature, the above nine Albergo thermometers220

are used as absolute thermometer to deduce the real temperature values using the measured IMF yield data from the221

other twelve reaction systems, 70Zn, 64Ni on 112,124Sn, 58,64Ni, 197Au, 232Th. To achieve the sequential decay correction222

from the apparent temperatures to the real ones for these twelve systems, for which no reconstructed primary hot IMF223

yields are available, the empirical correction factor (denoted as “ln κ/B”) approach of Tsang et al. [11] is adopted224

with the following considerations: one is to avoid extra assumptions and uncertainties introduced by models. The225

other is to avoid the dependence of the empirical correction factor on specific reaction systems, incident energies and226

fragment pairs used. The above deduced real temperature from the yields of the experimentally reconstructed primary227

hot fragments from the 64Zn+112Sn system [12] provides such an opportunity to deduce the certain ln κ/B values for228

the reaction systems involved in this work. According to Ref. [45], Xi et al. found that the ln κ/B value for a given229

thermometer at temperatures around 4.5 MeV (similar to that of the present work, 4.9 ± 0.5 MeV) is independent230

of the projectile-target combination of reactions, providing us a justification for the application of the ln κ/B values231

obtained from one system of 64Zn+112Sn to the other twelve systems with different N/Z asymmetries. The average232

temperature value of 4.9 ± 0.5 MeV for the system of 64Zn+112Sn is therefore taken to evaluate the ln κ/B values for233

the nine thermometers, based on the relation between the real temperature and the apparent temperature [11],234

1

T
=

1

Tapp

−
ln κ

B
. (12)

The resultant ln κ/B values are listed in the seventh column of TABLE 1.235

The sequential decay corrections for the apparent temperatures deduced from the twelve systems, 70Zn, 64Ni on236

112,124Sn, 58,64Ni, 197Au, 232Th, are performed using the obtained ln κ/B values from the 64Zn+112Sn system. For237

each given system, the average real source temperature value, 〈T 〉, is calculated as an average value over the real238
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Figure 3: Average temperature 〈T 〉 as a function of source N/Z asymmetry δIV . Solid line is the linear fit of the data points.

temperature values corrected for the nine thermometers. In Fig. 3, the resulting 〈T 〉 values for the thirteen systems are239

shown as a function of the IV source N/Z asymmetry, δIV = (NIV − ZIV )/AIV , where NIV , ZIV and AIV are the neutron,240

proton and mass of the fragmenting source calculated from summing over the experimentally measured IV component241

yields of neutrons, LCPs and IMFs with Z up to 18. The errors shown in the figure are the standard deviations only.242

A linear fit is performed for the 〈T 〉 versus δIV plot, and a slope of 3 MeV is obtained. An change in source N/Z243

asymmetry of 0.1 unit corresponds to a absolute change in temperature on the order of 0.3 MeV, indicating a rather244

negligible N/Z asymmetry dependence of the real temperature at the present source N/Z range. It should be mentioned245

that the source mass has a negligible contribution to the present observation, since no significant size dependence was246

experimentally observed for the reactions with system sizes and incident energies similar to those of this work [49].247

This conclusion is in a close agreement with those of our previous works [30, 35], in which the Albergo thermometer248

was used as a relative thermometer, and an “indirect” method of Sfienti et al. [37] was adopted to consider the249

sequential decay effect. This consistency suggests that the resulting negligible N/Z asymmetry dependence of nuclear250

temperature is insensitive to the selection of sequential decay correction. The negligible N/Z asymmetry dependence251

of nuclear temperature from IMFs is in close agreement with the theoretical predictions by Kolomietz et al. [50, 51]252

and Hoel et al. [31]. Kolomietz et al. studied the dependence of the plateau temperature in caloric curves on pressure253

within the thermal Thomas-Fermi approximation, and found that a weak N/Z asymmetry dependence of temperature254

close to the phase transition appears under an equilibrium at a low pressure of p = 10−2 MeV/fm3 for systems with255

asymmetries of 0-0.3 (covering the present source asymmetry region). Later, Hoel et al. studied the asymmetry256

dependence of caloric curve for mononucleus with asymmetries of 0.1-0.4 using a model with specific consideration257

for independent variation of the neutron and proton surface diffusenesses. They found that the asymmetry dependence258

of caloric curve could be removed while using the unique boundary condition with equilibrated surface and no external259

pressure. Is spite of being in completely different frameworks, both theoretical predictions reflect that the apparent260

asymmetry dependence of nuclear temperature is related to the pressure of system. In actual heavy-ion collisions,261

the low-pressure condition can be more or less satisfied in the IMF formation scenario at late stages and under low262

densities. It is therefore reasonable to infer that the negligible N/Z asymmetry dependence of nuclear temperature263

from IMFs originates from a process that occurs at a low pressure via a “soft” expansion.264

We have also made detailed comparisons between the available experimental results and ours deduced from LCP265

and IMF yields in Refs. [30, 35]. Those comparisons show that a weak N/Z asymmetry dependence of nuclear266

temperature is commonly observed in different reactions and with different thermometers at a wide N/Z range [7,267

37, 52], except for the result reported by McIntosh et al. [29]. We noticed that differing from others, Wuenschel et268

al. [7] and McIntosh et al. [29] both used the same proton quadrupole momentum fluctuation thermometer as a probe.269

With close examination of the experimental details of Wuenschel et al. and McIntosh et al. and combining with270
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the statistical multifragmentation model simulations [38], we concluded that the significant N/Z dependence of the271

source temperature observed by McIntosh et al. originates from different Coulomb contributions in the reconstructed272

quasi-projectiles with different charges under the quasi-projectile mass constraint. After properly taking into account273

the Coulomb effect, the N/Z dependence of the source temperature again becomes insignificant. Therefore, it can274

be concluded that nuclear temperature has a negligible dependence on the source N/Z asymmetry in this asymmetry275

range, and the negligible N/Z asymmetry dependence is also independent of the selections of the thermometers. The276

consistent description for the N/Z asymmetry dependence of nuclear temperature provides evidence supporting the277

basic assumption of N/Z asymmetry independence of the source temperature in the symmetry energy extraction using278

isoscaling in the heavy-ion collisions at Fermi energies [41, 53]. Although good consistency of the dependence of279

nuclear temperature on the source N/Z asymmetry has been experimentally addressed using different thermometers in280

a wide incident energy region, the origin of the common negligible N/Z asymmetry dependence of nuclear temperature281

from LCPs and those deduced using fluctuation thermometers is still not addressed for the present work. Difficulties282

comes from the complicated reaction dynamics and different application limitations of various thermometers. For283

instance, in contrast to IMFs, the emissions of LCPs starts to occur shortly after the projectile and target make contact284

and lasts in the overall dynamical process. The negligible N/Z asymmetry dependence of nuclear temperature is285

not able to be elucidated using simply using the “low-pressure” assumption [50, 51, 31]. In addition, the Albergo286

thermometers probe the temperatures at the chemical freeze-out, whereas the fluctuation thermometers are for those287

at thermal freeze-out, while it has been found that chemical freeze-out prior to thermal freeze-out during source288

fragmentations [10]. Therefore, for deeper understanding the mechanism resulting in the consistent N/Z dependence289

of nuclear temperature, specific considerations for the reaction dynamics and the thermometer limitations are required290

in future experimental and theoretical works.291

4. Summary292

In this article, the Albergo thermometer is investigated using the yields of the experimentally measured and re-293

constructed primary hot IMFs from 64Zn+112Sn collisions at 40 MeV/nucleon for the first time. A real temperature294

value of 4.9±0.5 MeV characterizing the IMF formation at late stages is deduced. This temperature value is in good295

agreement with those obtained in our two previous works, i.e., 5.2 ± 0.6 MeV deduced from the same reconstructed296

hot IMF yields using a self-consistent method [21], and 4.6 ± 0.4 MeV deduced using a chemical potential analysis297

with a quantum statistical model correction [48]. Using the center temperature value, 4.9 MeV of the present work,298

an experimental sequential decay correction from the apparent temperatures to the real ones for other twelve reaction299

systems with different N/Z asymmetries, 70Zn, 64Ni on 112,124Sn, 58,64Ni, 197Au, 232Th at 40 MeV/nucleon in the same300

experiment, is performed with an empirical correction factor approach of Tsang et al. [11], and the dependence of301

nuclear temperature on the source N/Z asymmetry is further investigated. It is found that the deduced real source tem-302

peratures show a rather weak dependence on the source N/Z asymmetry at the present source N/Z range. Combining303

the theoretical predictions by Kolomietz et al. [50, 51] and Hoel et al. [31], the negligible N/Z asymmetry dependence304

of nuclear temperature from IMFs is inferred to originate from a process that occurs at a low pressure via a “soft”305

expansion. From comparisons with our previous results and those from other independent experiments, a consistent306

description for the N/Z asymmetry dependence of nuclear temperature is obtained. That is, nuclear temperature has a307

negligible dependence on the source N/Z asymmetry, and this negligible N/Z asymmetry dependence is independent308

of the selections of the thermometers and the sequential decay correction approaches. This supports the assumption309

of N/Z asymmetry independence of the source temperature in the symmetry energy extraction using isoscaling in310

heavy-ion collisions at Fermi energies [41, 53]. In spite of good consistency of the dependence of nuclear tempera-311

ture on the source N/Z asymmetry, the origin of the negligible N/Z asymmetry dependence of nuclear temperature312

from LCPs and those deduced using fluctuation thermometers is still open question for this work. For fully clarifying313

this issue, the reaction dynamics and the thermometer limitations are required in future experimental and theoretical314

investigation on the N/Z asymmetry of nuclear temperature.315
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